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KANGAROOWINCH – NOWA MARKA TEN SAM POWER!
KANGAROOWINCH - NEW BRAND SAME POWER!
ˍˣˢ˪˔κ˔ˡ˜˘ˠ
ˆ˜ˡ˖˘˥˘˟ˬ

ˈ˟ʡˁ˔ˍ˔·ͩ˖˭˨ʤʷ
ʦʤʠʨʫʪʾ˥˔˞ͅ˪

ˇ˘˟ʡʞʧʫʤʥʥʩʩʥʪʨʧ
ʹ˔˫ʞʧʫʤʥʥʩʬʩʦʩʤ

˪˪˪ʡ˧˘˥˘ˡˢ˪˜˘˖ʡˣ˟
˪˪˪ʡ˞˔ˡ˚˔˥ˢˢ˪˜ˡ˖˛ʡ˖ˢˠ

About us

We hope that your experience with Kangaroowinch products will increase the number
of satisfied customers.

Our priority, resulting from over 20 years of experience in the industry, is quality. We
want Kangaroowinch to never fail, even in the most extreme situations. Thanks to
the advanced technologies used in the construction of our winches and
experienced staff, we have a guarantee that we provide rigid and reliable
equipment, which is confirmed by the constantly growing number of customers in
the home country and abroad.
We are very proud that thanks to the quality of our products, we are trusted by
many satisfied users. We have already been trusted by: firefighters, soldiers,
rescue services, border guard and many fans and enthusiasts of off-road driving.
We also supply companies that build roadside assistance vehicles and (other)
special vehicles in the home country and abroad.

Detailed information on current prices, availability, current promotions and technical data can
be obtained by calling our phone number: 12 266 27 54 and on the website www.terenowiec.pl

www.kangaroowinch.com
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ATV Electric winches
K4500SR

K2000

K3000 will be perfect for many trips. It has a well-sealed
engine with an unprecedented in the power class 3 HP
and a 1-stage planetary gear with a gear ratio of 153: 1,
thanks to which its towing capacity is over 1361 kgf. We
recommend it, among others, for off-road recreation
and professional applications.

K3500, K4000, and K4500 series are classic
winches dedicated for mounting on vehicles
such as ATV or UTV quads. The tow capacity and
power consumption guarantee that they will
work excellently when tackling any type of
wilderness. Brake integrated with gearbox and
strong engine make them a strong leader on
the market in a given price range.

K2000 this compact device is intended for
utility applications, small quads, trailers, and
ploughs. Power consumption at maximum load
of 900 kg does not exceed 120A. Rope is coiled
with speed between 3.2 and 0.9 m/min.

K3000

cat. no.

K2000E-12V

Steel

K3000/K3000SR

Steel or synthetic

K3500/K3500SR

Steel or synthetic

2

4

www.kangaroowinch.com

K6000
K6000 is a compromise between ATV winches and
devices with standard dimensions with tow capacity
exceeding 4 tonnes. K6000E is available in version with
12V/24V voltage and can handle load weighing up to
2722 kg! It will work perfectly with small road assistances,
agricultural vehicles, and in utility applications that
require greater power.

cat. no

K4000/K4000SR

K4500/K4500SR

Steel or synthetic

Steel or synthetic

K6000E-12V-STB/
K6000E-SR-12V-STB*

2

Steel or synthetic

2

*K6000E-24V-STB - K6000E 24V winch with wireless control

www.kangaroowinch.com
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Electric winches
K8000

K9500 speed winch is equipped with a serial, sealed
6.6HP / 4.9 KW motor, a very precise brush holder and
a long rotor with better torque. Advanced and modern
technical solutions enable effective work with the
winch with a power consumption not exceeding 350A
at full load!

K8000 is dedicated mainly for enthusiasts of
recreational off-road, as well as for owners of light Road
Assistance vehicles. It will work perfectly on buildings or
trailers as a loading supporting device. Strong friction
brake of the winch, intuitive handling of clutch, and
strong engine along with wireless control included in set
without a doubt make this winch an interesting offer on
the market at an attractive price.

cat. no.

K12000

K12000 is the best known Kangaroowinch series winch
model manufactured for the longest time. It has a tow
capacity of 12000lbs. The several thousand sold pieces
and marginal percentage of failures over many years
make this device a definite sales leader. We
recommend the Kangaroowinch K12000 winch for,
among
others,
Roadside
Assistance
vehicles,
recreational off-road, and utility applications.

K9500

K8000E-12V/
K8000E-SR-12V

K9500-12V/
K9500-SR-12V

Steel or synhtetic

Steel or synhtetic

K12000-12V/
K12000-SR-12V*

Steel or synhtetic

2

*K12000-24V - K12000 24V winch
K12000-SR-24V - K12000 24V winch with synthetic rope
K12000-NR-12V - K12000 12V winch without rope, with rope guide
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K12500XT

cat. no

K12500XT-12V/
K12500XT-SR-12V*

Steel or synhtetic

K12500XT is a winch that our designers created to set
a new quality on the market of professional winches for
extreme conditions. Perfect seals - IP68, reinforced
brake and gear, notched motor housing and reduced
power consumption are just some of the features that
distinguish the Extreme model. The powerful 6 HP motor
needs only 280 amps to run at top speed.

K13000-12V/
K13000-SR-12V**

Steel or synhtetic

2

* K12500XT-24V - K12500 Extreme 24V winch
K12500XT-SR-24V - K12500 Extreme 24V winch
with synthetic rope

2

** K13000-24V - K13000 24V winch
K13000-SR-24V - K13000 24V winch with synthetic rope
K13000-NR-12V - K13000 12V winch without rope, with rope guide

www.kangaroowinch.com
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Performance Series

K12000PS-SR

K12000PS
K12000 Performance Series is a professional winch at
a reasonable price. True competitor ofexpensive
devices which are professionally used by Roadside
Assistance services, Rescue Services, and in off-road.
It is a trouble-free, simple, and proven structure.
Available with steel or synthetic rope, as well as in 24V
version.

cat. no

Well-made and well-designed winch with tow
capacity of 12000 lbs. Comfortable to use
“lift-and-turn” type clutch known from premium class
models, strong tie rods that increase the structure’s
stiffness, perfect engine, and solid brake recall
professional structures of renowned companies.

K12000PS-12V
K12000PS-SR-12V*
5443 kg / 12000 lbs

Steel or synthetic

6,5 HP, serial
2

Hermetically combined 500A
Remote with 3,40 m wire and wireless
3-stage planetary
218:1

*K12000PS-24V - K12000 Performance Series 24V winch
K12000PS-SR-24V - K12000 Performance Series 24V winch with synthetic rope
K12000PS-NR-12V - K12000 Performance Series 12V winch without rope, with rope guide
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K12000PS is designed and manufactured in such a way, that it will outperform the competition with its price and
quality of execution, and independent tests in trade journals have proven that it is a splendid alternative for similar
models of renowned companies known on the market for years. After the disassembly and unbolting of
Kangaroowinch series winches and competitive winches, the specific parts of both devices present as follows:

KANGAROOWINCH PERFORMANCE SERIS (K12000 PS)
Engine body

Engine rotor

Gearbox housing

Engine stator

Relays

TS SERIES WINCH

On the basis of articles from the “4x4 OFFROAD PL” journal no. 8(216) 2018/9(217) 2018

Plans
Assembly

www.kangaroowinch.com
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Extreme HD series
Kangaroowinch Extreme series winches are addressed to the most demanding users. The Extreme HD series
stands out from other winches with its attractive design, reinforced structure, innovative wireless control (one
remote combines remote and wireless control). Our Extreme series winches have been tried and tested numerous
time by users in the most extreme conditions.

K12000 XT HD
K12000 EXTREME HD - classic Extreme series winch,
waterproofness - IP68 class, strong Series Wound 6.5 HP
engine, and durable brake. K12000 Extreme HD - bet on
a modern, unrivalled winch of the highest quality!

K15000 XT HD

K15000 Extreme HD - the newest Extreme series winch
with tow capacity of 15000 lbs. A stronger version of the
12000 XT HD winch thanks to transmission of 430:1.
Available in version with steel rope, as well as synthetic
rope.

10
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Despite the use of high-quality materials and technical
solutions, the winch is affordable. Individual
components, including brakes, clutch and electrical
components, are known and tested in other models,
but for the first time used in one device. Comparing the
parameters of the K12000 Extreme HD or K15000
Extreme HD with other winches available on the market,
we can confidently say that they belong to the best
products.

cat. no

K12000XT-HD-12V/
K12000XT-HD-SR-12V*

K15000XT-HD-12V/
K15000XT-HD-SR-12V

Steel or synthetic

Steel or synthetic

2

*K12000XT-HD-NR-12V - K12000 Extreme HD 12V winch without rope, with rope guide

www.kangaroowinch.com
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Electric winches
K18000XT

K20000
K18000 XT is a winch whose real power of over eight tons of
towing capacity thanks to an 8 HP engine and a 4-speed
planetary gearbox will make you do any, even the hardest
work. The winch has reinforced cast iron mounting feet,
good balance between power consumption and power
output, durable brake, ergonomic "pick up, twist" type clutch,
and one of the best relays available on the market.

cat. no.

K20000E - the strongest electric Kangaroowinch brand
winch in our offer. Thanks to the tow capacity exceeding 9
tonnes and relatively compact dimensions (only 59 kg of
weight) it becomes quite a universal winch at an
unrivalled price. We recommend it for bigger vehicles and
users, for whom power and reliability are the most
important features of a winch.

K18000XT-24V SET*

Steel

K20000E-24V

Steel

2

2

*K18000XT-24V SET - K18000 Extreme 24V winch with 11mm x 31m rope, remote with 10m wire, thermal fuse, rope tensioner,
roller fairlead, hook
K18000XT-24V - K18000 Extreme 24V winch
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KANGAROOWINCH’S

DISTRIBUTORS

SWEDEN

ESTONIA

LITHUANIA

NETHERLANDS

UKRAINE

CZECH REPUBLIC

SLOVAKIA

HUNGARY

FRANCE

ROMANIA
ITALY
SERBIA

CROATIA

KANGAROOWINCH

PORTUGAL

BULGARIA

BOSNIA
& HERZEGOVINA

SPAIN

GREECE
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Premium ATV electric winches
K35ADV-SR

K45ADV
K35ADV is a winch equipped with the best components,
we have a perfectly sealed motor, planetary gears with
a 3-stage gearbox with a gear ratio of 187: 1, which is not
found in such small winches, which results in a very fast
and efficient rope winding/unwinding, along with
a powerful motor of 1.2 HP power and high torque.

cat. no.

K35ADV/
K35ADV-SR

Steel or synthetic

14

K45ADV is a premium class winch addressed to users
who, in extremely difficult terrain conditions, are even
able to risk their own safety relying on trust in the
equipment they use. It is a series designed for those
who do not hesitate to choose the most difficult terrain
for travelling their quad bikes and the quality of the
equipment often determines the success of the trip.

K45ADV/
K45ADV-SR

Steel or synthetic

www.kangaroowinch.com

motor
rotor

The hermetic relay can be mounted anywhere, and thanks to long power
cables, we can easily connect the winch to the battery.
The engine is built on permanent magnets. The rotor's winding is made of
thick copper wire. The rotor axis is supported in two points. At the front in the
foot on the bearing and at the rear in the guide sleeve. The set includes
a robust brush holder with a handle and massive carbon brushes.
The materials used for production and the workmanship quality of the parts
are at a very good level. Thanks to this design, the engine generates a very
high torque, which causes great comfort of use

brush
holder set

gear
stages

The three-stage planetary gear is not quite common in compact ATV / UTV
winches. In both versions of the K35ADV, K45ADV such a design of the
planetary gear has been used. The transmission toothed gears are made of
high-strength materials.
Thanks to the gear ratio of 166: 1 in the K35ADV 12V winch, we obtain a pulling
speed of 2 m/min with a full load of 1587 kgf and 7.4 m/min in idle mode. The
K45ADV 12V winch with a gear ratio of 187: 1 with a full load of 2040 kgf
generates a speed of 1.5 m/min, and in idle mode we will roll the rope at
a speed of 5.8 m/min.
The solid drum axis and the drum itself made of a strong alloy ensure high
resistance to mechanical loads generated during the operation of the
device.

drive
shaft

The brake is another unit that is of great importance to every user of the winch
in difficult off-road conditions. Kangaroowinch Adventure models are
equipped with a friction brake that can withstand 100% of the winch load.
Belaying on steep climbs, where the brake force determines whether we dare
to go downhill or not, should not be a problem in these winches. It is worth
paying attention to the size and structure of the brake, which seems really
disproportionately large in such a small winch.
brake

www.kangaroowinch.com
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Premium electric winches
K9.5ADV-SR

K12.0-ADV
The Adventure winch is made for use in extreme conditions.
A planetary gear with a gear ratio of 173: 1 allows you to wind
the rope at a speed of up to 9 meters per minute. At the
same time, even with maximum load, the winch only needs
285 amps.

cat. no

16

K9.5ADV-12V/
K9.5ADV-SR-12V

With the winch you will find: rope, hook, aluminum hawse,
remote control, box with relay, mounting screws and wires.
Available with steel or synthetic rope in 12V version.

K12ADV-12V/
K12ADV-SR-12V

Friction brake on double

Friction brake on double

Steel or synthetic

Steel or synthetic

K20ADV-24

Friction brake on double

www.kangaroowinch.com

Steel

Over 20 years of experience in the construction, sale and operation of winches inspired us to create a premium winch with
the best quality/price ratio. ADVENTURE is characterized by a rigid structure, which was made with attention to every detail,
it has a unique double cone brake, mounted at the end of the gear. Such a solution significantly increases the resistance
to overload and eliminates the heating of the drum. It is the fastest winch on the offer, ideal for professional use.

KANGAROOWINCH ADVENTURE
Engine rotor

Gearbox

Brush holder

Foot, engine side

3-stage planetary gearbox

Gearbox housing

Conical brake

After disassembling the device, you can see some important features. In terms of the motor, these are: double-sided
bearings, thick winding, a robust brush holder and brushes with a large contact area with the commutator. Longer engine
life is provided by a drain hole at the bottom of the housing that drains any water that may enter inside. The relays are
characterized by high waterproofness IP68. You should also pay attention to thicker power cables than in most winches.
Kangaroowinch Adventure is controlled with a remote control in a rubber frame and clearly marked with the direction of
rope winding. Individual components, including brakes, clutch and electrical components, are known and tested in other
models, but for the first time used in one device.
Comparing the parameters of the Adventure series with other winches available on the market, we can confidently say
that it is one of the best products.

www.kangaroowinch.com
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PROfessional electric winches
acc. to standard EN-14492-1
The EN-14492-1 standard was introduced by the European Commission for the safe operation of lifting equipment.
In 2009, this standard also became applicable to hydraulic and electric winches. The guidelines are very detailed
and only few devices meet their requirements. Particular emphasis is placed on the user's safety, which translates
into rigorous design, workmanship and operation.

K39PRO and K50PRO are standard winches with
a towing capacity of 3972 kgf and 5323 kgf, meeting
the requirements of the EN14492-1 standard. They
have 3 and 4-stage planetary gears, a powerful motor
and a high-efficiency friction brake.

K50PRO

cat. no.

K39PRO-12V/
K39PRO-SR-12V

Steel or synthetic

K50PRO-24

Steel

2
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Adventure worm winch
The worm winch is one of the winches adapted to hard work, although it is not the fastest, its structure focuses
mainly on high power and enormous durability designed for difficult working conditions. The worm gear works in the
so-called "oil bath", which means that it is covered with oil all the time, there is no problem with the lack of it or the
need for lubrication.

K12.5ADV-12V

Kangaroowinch Adventure K12.5 is a winch with
a worm gear. In this type of winches, the motor drives
the planetary gear, which transfers the drive to the
worm gear through which makes the drum rotate. If
the motor is not running, the worm gear acts as
a brake.

cat. no

K12.5ADV-12V*
12500lbs / 5670kg

Steel

6,2 HP, serial
Hermetically combined 500A
Remote with wire
Worm
424.5:1

*K12.5ADV-24V - Adventure Worm Gear 24V winch

www.kangaroowinch.com
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Military & Fire Rescue
MILITARY with
synthetic rope

EN-14492-1

The winches of the MILITARY and FIRE series have been
specially developed for heavy firefighting and military
vehicles. The winches meet the strict requirements of
the Polish Armed Forces. Thanks to the best
components and the tests they have been subjected
to, the Powerwinch brand was able to create
a top-class product. They are used by leading
domestic manufacturers of military vehicles.

FIRE with
steel rope

Wojskowy Instytut Techniki
Pancernej i Samochodowej

MAX. DRUM CAPACITY

PHS120PRO* EN 14492-1

PHS160PRO* EN 14492-1

PHS200

52,2 kN

71,95 kN

88,96 kN

4HP

4HP

4HP

Kontaktor HD

Kontaktor HD

Kontaktor HD

Wire remote control 10 m

Wire remote control 10 m

Wire remote control 10 m

3-stage planetary

3-stage planetary

3-stage planetary

315:1

315:1

315:1

2 cone brake

2 cone brake

2 cone brake

125mm

108mm

88mm

PHS120PRO

PHS160PRO

PHS200

Short

-

-

205mm

Medium

255mm

255mm

255mm

Long

290mm

290mm

290mm

13mm

12mm

12mm

MAX. WIRE ROPE DIAMETER
MIN. WIRE ROPE MBL
MAX. WIRE ROPE LENGHT**

104,4 kN

143,9 kN

133,44 kN

Short

-

-

41m

Medium

60m

36m

51m

Long

70m

41m

58m

**ask your local sales representative for the rope specication.
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LINE SPEED FIRST LAYER - 0 KG

11,5 m/min

10,9 m/min

8 m/min

CURRENT DRAW

30-270A

30-270A

30-270A

WEIGHT (WINCH)

66.5 kg

58.5 kg

66 kg

WEIGHT (BOX)

5 kg

5 kg

5 kg

270

290 (A)

306.4

153.2
339 (B)

205mm drum
205
254

255mm drum
255
304

290mm drum
290
339

www.kangaroowinch.com
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Lifts & hand winches

K08

K16

K32

PULLING CAPACITY (KG)
ROPE ADVANCE PER FULL STROKE CYCLE (mm)
ROPE DIAMETER (mm)
LEVER CLAMPING FORC (daN)
MAXIMUM STRENGTH (daN)

K08

NET WEIGHT (WITHOUT ROPE)
DIMENSIONS IN MM

A
B

Kifor - rope winch of especially high quality, signed
with Kangaroowinch logo is a universal device. It
allows to pull, lower, or even secure a load. The winch
possesses a safety, two work handles (forward and
backward), and rope releasing handle (allows to
quickly insert or pull out rope).

C
D

KHL-48

KHL-48

22

KHL-60

Kangaroowinch Farm jack is suitable for both
professional and home use. It will be used in
a workshop, a farm, as well as in the army or rescue
services. The foot is made of forged steel. Lifting and
lowering is quick and smooth. The device does not jam
even in difficult working conditions such as sand or
mud.

www.kangaroowinch.com

DAWKD152
Electric winch with steel rope - great for small
workshops and construction sites. The winch is
designed to safely lower and lift heavy building
materials or objects such as engines or heavy tools.

DAWKD1524

DAWKD1525

DAWKD1526

The Kangaroowinch rim holder is a special adapter
for the jack, which will work when it is necessary to lift
the car by the rim, bumper or other element of the
vehicle.

HLM-100

www.kangaroowinch.com
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Powerline ropes
Powerline synthetic ropes are made of the best material on the market today, Ultra - High Molecular Weight
Polyethylene (Dyneema® SK75). The standard Powerline rope is ended on one side with a "cable lock", which allows it to
be mounted to the winch drum. On the other side, it is factory finished with a tubular thimble with a safety eyelet or only
thimble. The Powerline offer for synthetic ropes consists of two groups:
- Powerline Standard synthetic ropes, with a stretch of 4.8 % (the last 2 meters of the rope are marked in red)
-Powerline Eco / Ecoline synthetic ropes, which are characterized by a looser weave, lower MBL for a given diameter
and greater elongation of 6 %.

Rope sold by meter (Standard)
synthetic rope per metre

cat. no.

Rope
on meters

Rope sold by meter (Eco/Ecoline)
cat. no.

synthetic rope per metre

We sell ropes on metres along with accessories.
On request, we can end ropes with rope thimble and hook.

PLN9x28KH

Synthetic rope (Standard)
cat. no.

synthetic rope

hook

hook
, technora RED

PLN10x28KCH

24
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PLNE6X15KH

Synthetic rope (Eco/Ecoline)
cat. no.

synthetic rope

PLN12x25KP

Standard synthetic rope without hook
cat. no.

synthetic rope

PLNE10x25KP

Eco/Ecoline synthetic rope without hook
cat. no.

synthetic rope

PLNPM12x50KH

VipeRope braided synthetic rope
cat. no.

Kinetic rope
cat. no.

lina kinetyczna

synthetic rope

Standard
kinetic rope

Black Mamba
kinetic rope*

*In our offer you can find both standard
kinetic ropes and high quality Black Mamba
nylon ropes.

www.kangaroowinch.com
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Offroad accessories
KALU-S-L

Rope guides

KALU-ATV

KROL

KRC
KALU-S
cat. no.

KHAWSE-WR

Kangaroowinch Adventure aluminium roller guide
Red Kangaroowinch ATV aluminium hawse fairlead with LOGO
Red Kangaroowinch ATV aluminium hawse fairlead for 4500 winch with LOGO
Red Kangaroowinch aluminium hawse fairlead with LOGO
Kangaroowinch Silver aluminium hawse fairlead with LOGO

KALU-B

Kangaroowinch ATV Standard aluminium hawse fairlead
Kangaroowinch Silver aluminium hawse fairlead without LOGO
Kangaroowinch roller fairlead - universal
Fairlead for synthetic winch ropes Kangaroowinch HD
Cover for winch rollers
Black POWERLINE aluminium guiding
Black POWERLINE ATV aluminium guiding

KRPM
KRPM

Mounting the license plate under the winch hawse fairlead

Accessory kits

cat. no.

KAK54
KAK43

KAK86

26
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cat. no.

Hooks

KHG80-1.12

Shackles

H320A3

cat. no.

KOM325

Tree belts

cat. no.

KZP3M3T

KZP3M2T
KZP3M4T

www.kangaroowinch.com
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Snatch blocks

KPB4000ATV
KPB12000XT

KPB12000PL

cat. no.

KPB20000XT

KPB10000XT

Mounting plates

cat. no.

KMP-S

We offer mounting plates appropriate for each vehicle. They are available on request.

Rope tensioners

cat. no.

KTENSIONER

28
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Winch remotes

KSTB12V
cat. no.

KSTB24V

KSTBXT12V

KSTBLT12V

*KSTB24V - CLASSIC radio control - 24V
**KSTBLT24V - PROFI radio control - 24V
***KSTBXT24V - Extreme radio control - 24V

cat. no.

Other

KREK

KREK_ROB
KPOKR
KTOR

KTLUM

KPOKR-L

www.kangaroowinch.com
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K500A-12V

cat. no.
ATV Kangaroowinch 200A 12V combined relay
Kangaroowinch 250A 12V combined relay for K6000 winch
Kangaroowinch 500A 12V combined relay*
Kangaroowinch 500A 12V combined relay for K20000 winch**
Kangaroowinch 500A Extreme HD 12V combined relay***

Relays

Kangaroowinch Adventure 500A winch relay****
Kangaroowinch 200A 12V barrel-shaped relay*****

K20E-500A-12V

K200A-12V

KSOL200A-12V

K51XT-24V

*Kangaroowinch 500A 24V combined relay
**Kangaroowinch 500A 24V combined relay for K20000 winch
*** Kangaroowinch 500A Extreme HD 24V combined relay

**** Adventure 12.0 HS 24V winch relay
***** Kangaroowinch 200A 24V barrel-shaped relay

Electric accessories

cat. no.

KQUICK

Big quick coupler assembly
Black rubber cover of Kangaroowinch ignition cable
Red rubber cover of Kangaroowinch ignition cable
Yellow rubber cover of Kangaroowinch ignition cable
Kangaroowinch - FIA safety switch
Kangaroowinch 400A mushroom safety switch button (FIA switch)
Re-usable switch for winches: 12000, 13000, 20000 LBS 150A - 12V
Re-usable switch for winches: 12000, 13000, 20000 LBS 150A -24V

KTC-B

K881668
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KTC-R

K150-CB

KTC-Y
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See our offer on web site: www.kangaroowinch.com

Prices

To find out about the current prices, please contact the sales department under the
number +48 12 266 27 54 from Mon-Fri from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., or by sending an email
to info@terenowiec.pl.

Orders and shipping

Most of the goods we offer are in our warehouse, which guarantees delivery to you
within 1-2 business days. We deliver shipments via various courier companies.

Wholesale offer

If you are interested in a wholesale offer, please contact the sales department at
+48 12 296 69 26, +48 12 296 69 50 or +48 12 296 69 55.

Our headquarter

Our store is located in Krakow at street ul. Na Załęczu ID, where we also have
a warehouse and service. We offer a range of warranty and post-warranty repairs on
site after prior notification on the service form.

www.kangaroowinch.com
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Kangaroowinch
ul. Na Załęczu 1D
31-587 Kraków

+48 12 266 27 54
info@kangaroowinch.com
www.kangaroowinch.com

